
How we can make the web inclusive



Introduction
Top tips
Demos

Questions, lunch & discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introductions.Jim Rawson Design Manager at PDMSJoined byDan Martin – UX designer at PDMSCole Liggins   – has Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita - hardware design show and tellDave Wilson and  Samantha Ash – fully blind internet user. Manx Blind Welfare Association  - Screen reader (JAWS & NVDA) demoPurpose of today’s session:Today is about understanding what inclusivity and digital accessibility is. It is a huge and somewhat geeky subject but also very meaningful to those who work in it.Why it mattersWhat it means for you, your business or organisationUnderstand the challengesPractical tips & support you may be eligible for



What is 
accessibility?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although most of us are familiar with adjustments and tools that are provided in the physical world, we perhaps don’t reflect on those considerations too much as they have become part of our familiar environment.Wheelchair rampsBraille markings – ATMs and for example pharmaceuticalsHearing loopsTactile paving and other design featuresLowered countertops, entry buttons and light switches
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What is 
accessibility?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these things are a form of adjustment for people with a specific disabilityThey do not negatively affect the experience of able people – many of us do not even notice these adjustments and additions to our environment but for the people who benefit they are invaluable and can offer a huge improvement to their day to day lives.



What is digital
accessibility?
(And why does it matter)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adjustments are needed in the digital world as well. People are spending more time online, and in the times of Covid and lockdown some people may be wholly reliant on digital services.Access to info and services defined as a basic human right in the United Nations Convention and yet In 2018, 4 in 10 UK council websites were inaccessible to people with a range of common disabilities. (source: abilitynet)People with disabilities have a range of conditions that means they can't always interact with digital using a computer and mouse (for example)Hardware:  braille keyboards, adapted controllers, wheels etc.Software: Screen readers – NVDA, JAWS for exampleWhen websites and web tools are properly designed and coded, people with disabilities can use them. However, currently many sites and tools are developed with accessibility barriers that make them difficult or impossible for some people to use.Making the web accessible benefits individuals, businesses, and society. International web standards define what is needed for websites to meet a level of digital accessibility.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://twitter.com/captainsafia/status/871056480799162368The scope of disabilities and level of severity is enormous, which can make it a challenge to develop websites and digital services that are accessible by everybody.There are also challenges around funding, testing and training, which we can discuss later.Disabilities fall into a number of broad categories but the scope and variety of disabilities is huge. Auditory – eg videos need CCVisual – broad range of challenges colour contrast, text size, provision of information in alternative formats etc.Physical – at the mild end tremors make it difficult to operate a mouse accurately, at the extreme end someone may need adapted controllers including mouth or breath operated hardwareCognitive and neurological –  could include for example dyslexia at the milder end but also ADHD, memory loss, epilepsy and downs syndromeSpeech – typically can cause difficulty accessing speech powered services eg Alexa, Siri and also phone-based systems.There is a laptop set up on the desks outside the room which is running a number of simulations of disabilities if you are interested in understanding more about how people experience the web with a disability.



11-14 million
People with some form
of disability in UK.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost one in five adults in the UK have some form of disabilityNot all of these people will not require specialised hardware or software to access the internet, but websites still need to be coded properly



£16 billion
Estimated online
spending power of the 
UK ‘purple pound’

Source: wearepurple.org.uk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 'Purple Pound'In addition to the ethical reasons to make adjustments, there is a strong business case.Purple pound - £16 billion – estimated online spending power of all disabled internet users in UK( Total spending power - £274 billion. )



4 million
Number of people that 
abandoned retail websites 
in 2016 because of barriers 
to completion

Source: wearepurple.org.uk survey, 
2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2016, a survey found that more than 4 million people in the UK abandoned a retail website because of the barriers they found, (taking with them an estimated spend of £11.75 billion. )



Common 
Barriers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Common examples of barriersNot possible to complete a transaction / form using only a keyboardForms or processes that time out too quickly – some people with disabilities take quite a long time to do things onlineCaptchasInstructions, data or diagrams contained inside images without alt text or explanatory textButtons (tap targets) that are too small, especially on mobile and tablet layoutsAny many more – checkboxes, missing form labels etc. Make it impossible for users to know what to enter in a form field.



Knock-on effects
• Supports poor internet connectivity
• Potential for increase in customers
• Short term medical problems
• Mobile and tablet usage
• Environmental factors eg background noise, 

sunlight
• Improves SEO (Search engine optimisation), 

usability and performance
• Best practice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A positive side effect of making accessible services is the changes are often contextual benefit EVERYONE, not just people with disabilities.A big part of the latest criteria is about making information and servies responsive on tablet and mobile which is clearly beneficial to everybody.By making an accessible service you are reducing an individual’s reliance on other people, and also increasing the size of a potential target market.Some examples of short term issues:Users who have a poor internet connectionUsers with a temporary problem eg a broken arm or have had an eye operationPeople using tablets and mobile phones to access the internetPeople using a laptop in bright sunlight where it may be difficult to easily see a screenMaking a website accessible has a number of positive effects on SEO as Google considers websites built in this way better, and therefore they are more likely to appear in search results.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
WCAG 2.1 AA – the agreed minimum standard for public sector bodies but should also be adopted by private businesses and organisations.Set of criteria that websites and services can be tested against. Written by academics, impossible for most people to understand!�Adopted by governments in  US, Europe and UK – all recommend  the same standard.It is also recommended for UK public services to carry our testing with ‘experts by experience' (disabled users) and this aligns with GDS service standards of user research and user centred design.IN UK - Public Sector Bodies (Websites and Mobile Applications) (No. 2) Accessibility Regulations 2018 sets out what is legally necessary from September 2020.Isle of Man Equality Act 2018 also cites need for access to digital services, but is less specific about the level of accessibility.



Operable

Understandable Robust

Perceivable




Presenter
Presentation Notes
They can initially appear complicated because they’re written primarily by academics at the WAI.The guidelines have been written to be ‘technology agnostitc’ and present broad considerations.There are a number of resources that present them in a simpler way.PerceivableProviding content in a way that everyone can perceive eg text alternatives, captions, contrastOperableProviding inofrmation and functions in a way that everyone can access using the equipment they have, with adequate time to do it even if they take longer than average.UnderstandableClear writing style and predictable interface, minimise errors during inputRobustMaximum compatibility with browsers and technologies



Designer Developer

Tester

Content 
editor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meeting the criteria relies on a team effortDesigner: Colour contrast, screen reflow, navigation, font sizes, structureDeveloper: HTML, CSS, Script, ARIA, languageAnalyst / tester: Audit, retest, statementContent editor: Reading level, linking, alternative formats 



Statement
Audit

Remediate

Retest

Release

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical basic accessibility auditing and remediation process 



• Costs
• Multiple grants available per applicant from DfE
• Include accessibility from start makes it cost less
• In house testing – do you have the people?

• Conflicts between ‘sexy’ design vs 
accessible design
• Design options & features eg stylesheet switcher 

vs compromise on design sophistication

• Training and awareness
• Training, support, consultancy is available
• Content editors!
• Regulations support and sometimes obligate 

action

• Third party integrations

Challenges for 
website owners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any more challenges you can think of? Carry through to questions and discussion.



5 Top Tips for Making Your 
Website Accessible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going to give you a quick whistle stop tour of 5 non-technical things you can do to make your websites accessible as content editors. As long as you have access to your website’s content, you can carry out your own mini-audit using these 5 tips and hopefully boost your site’s accessibility overnight.



Tip #1
Alternative Text
’Alt text’ provides a textual alternative to non-
text content in web pages. 

Alternative text serves several functions:

• Read by screen readers in place of images.

• Displayed in place of the image in browsers if the 
image file is not loaded.

• Provides a semantic meaning and description to 
images which can be read by search engines.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
’Alt text’ provides a textual alternative to media content in web pages. You may have noticed it when using a website before. When you hover over images and a small popup appears with a description or name of the image, that’s alt text.Cover bullet pointsWhen you’re uploading an image to your website, you should ask: Is this image functional or decorative?Does the image provide information, or is it just to make the page look nice? If the image is decorative and can be ignored by a screen reader, you should leave the alt text blank. If the image is functional and adds value to the page, then you should provide a descriptive alt text.Look at examples



Tip #2
Descriptive Links
• Write link text so that it describes the 

content of the link target. 

• Avoid using ambiguous link text, such as 
‘click here’ or ‘read more’. 

• Indicate relevant information about the 
link target, such as document type and size, 
for example, ‘Proposal Documents (PDF, 
5MB)’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Links on your website should be descriptive and provide context.Take a look at the examples on the right. Accessible links should be descriptive, just like alt tags.Cover bullet pointsWhen you’re creating links on your website, imagine you’re viewing the site for the first time. If you look at the links in isolation, would you know what you’re clicking on?There’s no need to make them super long, but providing some context can boost usability and accessibility.



Tip #3
Content Structure
• Order content logically, with essential information first 

(or a snapshot overview of the page content). This allows 
those using screen readers to access content quicker.

• Nest headings by their rank. The most important heading 
has the rank 1 (H1) , the least important heading rank 6 
(H6). 

• Skipping heading ranks can be confusing and should be 
avoided where possible: Make sure that a H2 is not 
followed directly by an H4, for example. It is ok to skip 
ranks when closing subsections, for instance, a H2 
beginning a new section, can follow an H4 as it closes the 
previous section.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you’re editing pages on your site, make sure to treat content how you’d treat a Word document. You wouldn’t place your document title in the middle of a page.Utilise headings to separate contentMake sure headings are structured properly and in a logical orderIt is generally recommended that you only use one H1 headings on each page for the page title or main heading. Although using multiple H1 headings won’t break anything, it’s more convenient for those using screen readers if there is one H1 and it is used at the start of the page to announce what the page is.It’s also better for search engines trying to index your website.



Tip #4
Writing Plainly
• Use simple language and formatting, as appropriate for 

the context.

• Write in short, clear sentences and paragraphs.

• Avoid using unnecessarily complex words and phrases. 

• Consider providing a glossary for terms users may not 
know.

• Expand acronyms on first use. For example, Web 
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).

• Use list formatting when appropriate.

• Consider using images, illustrations, video, audio, and 
symbols to help clarify meaning.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Writing plainly is often overlooked by content editors, but it’s general best practice, not just accessibility best practice.It’s easy when you work within an industry to write using technical language or acronyms, but that doesn’t mean all your users will understand.For those with learning difficulties or impaired vision, sites with complex language can be difficult to use. On some sites, technical language is necessary, but on most it’s not.The example on the right sums up exactly what writing plainly means.Cover bullet points



Tip #5
Meta Tags
Providing unique, concise HTML page titles helps users with disabilities 
quickly understand a web page’s content and purpose. 

• Title length: Max 70 
characters

• Description length: 
50-160 characters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meta tags are attributes that summarise your website’s pages. The two main tags are page title and page descriptions.Meta tags are a good example of how good accessibility practices cross over into other areas like search engine optimisation and usability. Descriptive page titles are particularly important because they are always the first element announced by screen-reading software. See example image, explain title and description.



Useful Resources
Accessibility Tools
Automated Accessibility Checkers

• Deque – Axe Tools

• WAVE Web Accessibility Evaluation Tool

• WebAIM Colour Contrast Checker

• Web Accessibility Checker by Level Access

• Microsoft Accessibility Insights for Web

• Siteimprove Accessibility Scan

• Sitechecker SEO Score Scanner

• AChecker Accessibility HTML Markup Checker

• https://www.nngroup.com/articles/keyboard-accessibility/

• http://thefirstword.co.uk/readabilitytest/ (Barack Obama!)

https://www.deque.com/axe/
https://wave.webaim.org/
https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
https://www.webaccessibility.com/
https://accessibilityinsights.io/docs/en/web/overview/
https://siteimprove.com/en-gb/accessibility/
https://siteimprove.com/en-gb/accessibility/
https://sitechecker.pro/
https://sitechecker.pro/
https://achecker.ca/checker/index.php
https://achecker.ca/checker/index.php
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/keyboard-accessibility/
http://thefirstword.co.uk/readabilitytest/


Useful Resources
Further Reading/Watching
WCAG Framework
• WCAG 2.1
• WCAG 2.1 Quick Reference
• Web Accessibility Initiative – Glossary
Articles
• Harvard – Web Accessibility Checklist for Content Editors/Creators
• Palantir - 10 Tips for Publishing Accessible Content
• Web Development Group – Web Accessibility for Content Editors
• Siteimprove - Creating Accessible Websites, Part 3: For Web Editors
Videos
• Silktide Webinar (60 mins) - Web Accessibility for Content Editors
• Digital Leaders – The Business Case for Digital Accessibility
• US Gov – Writing for Accessible Web
• US Gov – Plain Language Basics: Online Workshop

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/
http://3pha.com/wcag2/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/GL/Glossary/
https://accessibility.huit.harvard.edu/quick-checklist-content-creators
https://www.palantir.net/blog/10-tips-publishing-accessible-content
https://www.webdevelopmentgroup.com/2020/04/web-accessibility-for-content-editors/
https://siteimprove.com/en/blog/creating-accessible-websites-part-3-for-web-editors/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VoJ5iN05RMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywNmW9i_9qQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uq-CstAvpds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tm3wk-GRS6g


Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a bit of an experiment, next time you visit your website, imagine you’re looking at it for the first time:Try Googling your business or organisation, and see what your search results look like.Check whether your images have descriptive alt tags.Have a read through some pages and make sure your content is easy to read and structured logically, and check your links are descriptive.
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